
Programmed death ligand-1 expression in non-small
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Recent strategies targeting the interaction of the programmed cell death ligand-1 (PD-L1, B7-H1, CD274) with its receptor,
PD-1, resulted in promising activity in early phase clinical trials. In this study, we used various antibodies and in situ mRNA
hybridization to measure PD-L1 in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) using a quantitative fluorescence (QIF) approach to
determine the frequency of expression and prognostic value in two independent populations. A control tissue microarray
(TMA) was constructed using PD-L1-transfected cells, normal human placenta and known PD-L1-positive NSCLC cases. Only
one of four antibodies against PD-L1 (5H1) validated for specificity on this TMA. In situ PD-L1 mRNA using the RNAscope
method was similarly validated. Two cohorts of NSCLC cases in TMAs including 340 cases from hospitals in Greece and 204
cases from Yale University were assessed. Tumors showed PD-L1 protein expression in 36% (Greek) and 25% (Yale) of the
cases. PD-L1 expression was significantly associated with tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes in both cohorts. Patients with PD-L1
(both protein and mRNA) expression above the detection threshold showed statistically significant better outcome in both
series (log-rank P¼ 0.036 and P¼ 0.027). Multivariate analysis showed that PD-L1 expression was significantly associated with
better outcome independent of histology. Measurement of PD-L1 requires specific conditions and some commercial anti-
bodies show lack of specificity. Expression of PD-L1 protein or mRNA is associated with better outcome. Further studies are
required to determine the value of this marker in prognosis and prediction of response to treatments targeting this pathway.
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Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is the leading cause of
cancer-related death in the United States. The overall survival
(OS) for metastatic NSCLC is dismal with 5-year survival of
o5% and for patients with early stage NSCLC the 5-year
survival is o50%.1 Over the past decade, identification of
several oncogenic driver mutations have helped improve the
outcomes in certain subtypes of patients with NSCLC.2

However, a majority of the patients with lung cancer do
not have an actionable molecular aberration. Other treatment
approaches, such as immune therapies, are being investigated
in clinical trials. Programmed cell death-1 (PD-1) pathway is
a major immune checkpoint by which tumors suppress
lymphocyte function within the tumor microenvironment,
and antibody blockade of PD-1 with its ligands (B7-H1/PD-
L1 and B7-DC/PD-L2) showed promising activity in several

malignancies.3 In particular, blocking antibodies against
PD-1 and PD-L1 have shown clinical activity in NSCLC.4

Preliminary data suggest that tumor PD-L1 protein expres-
sion on human cancers using chromogenic-based im-
munohistochemistry (IHC) in formalin-fixed paraffin-
embedded tissue samples (FFPE) may predict clinical response
to PD-1/PD-L1 directed therapy.4,5 There are limited data on
the prevalence and the prognostic role of PD-L1 expression in
NSCLC. Data from small previously published studies is mixed
with some showing poor prognosis and others with no
prognostic significance.6–9 Evaluation of PD-L1 positivity by
conventional IHC is not well defined and subject to antibody
and assay variability and interpretative subjectivity. In addition,
the specificity and reproducibility of the commercially available
antibodies has not been thoroughly assessed. Here we report a
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reproducible assay for tissue PD-L1 protein measurement using
quantitative immunofluorescence (AQUAs) with a validated
monoclonal antibody and a novel method of in situ mea-
surement of mRNA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient Cohorts and Tissue Microarrays (TMAs)
The Yale University lung cohort was previously de-
scribed10 and included retrospectively collected FFPE
from 204 lung carcinomas between December 1988 and
October 2003. Detailed cohort description including
cancer histotypes is shown in Table 1. An independent
retrospective Greek cohort was also used and included

FFPE samples from 340 NSCLC diagnosed between 1991
and 2001 at Sotiria General Hospital and Patras Uni-
versity General Hospital in Greece. Tissue specimens were
included in a 0.6-mm TMA format as described.10 A
custom designed ‘index’ TMA was constructed for reagent
titration, assay validation and reproducibility assessment.
This index TMA contained samples from FFPE tissue
blocks of term human placenta and tonsil as positive
controls for endogenous PD-L1 and cores from FFPE
prepared, parental Mel624 cells that do not express
PD-L1 and Mel624 transfected with PD-L1 with proven
overexpression.11,12 Finally, a small series of NSCLC cases
with previously measured high, low and intermediate

Table 1 Clinicopathological characteristics of Greek and Yale NSCLC cohorts according to PD-L1 protein status

Greek NSCLC cohort Yale NSCLC cohort

PD-L1 low PD-L1 high P-value PD-L1 low PD-L1 high P-value

Parameter

All patients N¼ 228 (75.2%) N¼ 75 (24.8%) N¼ 99 (63.9%) N¼ 56 (36.1%)

Age (years) P¼ 0.87 P¼ 0.38

o70 175 57 64 31

Z70 52 18 33 22

Unknown 1 0 2 3

Gender P¼ 0.42 P¼ 0.397

Female 31 7 43 28

Male 197 68 55 26

Unknown 0 0 1 2

Histology P¼ 0.88 P¼ 0.004

Adenocarcinoma 96 28 74 28

Squamous cell 115 37 13 17

Other 17 10 10 8

Unknown 0 0 2 3

Smoker P¼ 0.45

Yes 190 56 NA NA

No 17 7 NA NA

Unknown 21 12

Stage P¼ 0.011 P¼ 0.57

1 70 25 44 30

2 52 28 15 7

3 78 16 24 11

4 27 6 7 4

Unknown 1 0 9 4

Inflammation P¼ 0.03 Po0.001

0–1 143 36 64 19

2–3 84 39 35 37

Unknown 1 0 0 0

P-values displayed in bold text reflect the presence of statistical significance (eg, Po0.05).
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PD-L1 protein levels were also included for assessment
of reproducibility on the index preparation. Culture
conditions and cell-line TMA construction have been
published in detail elsewhere.13

Antibodies and IHC/Immunofluorescence
For detecting PD-L1 using automated QIF analysis using
the AQUA method we screened one rabbit polyclonal an-
tibody from ABCAM (cat # ab58810), and three mouse
mAbs, one from Ebiosciences (clone MIH1), one from Bio-
legend (clone 29E.2A3) and a non-commercial mAb made in
Dr Lieping Chen’s lab (clone 5H1) using the index array de-
scribed above. The specificity of the antibody was evaluated by
the staining of control tissues (human placenta and tonsil)
and cell line transfectants. A validated antibody showed ex-
pression in the transfected Mel624 cells and no expression in
parental cells; as well as membranous staining of the syncy-
totrophoblast layer of the placenta, while showing absence of
staining in the stromal and vascular regions. Of the tested
antibodies, only the 5H1 antibody met these standards and
was used for evaluation of our lung cohorts.

Fresh TMA cuts were deparaffinized and subjected to a
range of conventional antigen retrieval conditions, which
showed limited and non-reproducible staining. Only the
unusual antigen retrieval method using tris-EDTA buffer
(Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) with 0.05% Tween
(pH¼ 9.0) and boiling for 20min at 102 1C in a pressure-
boiling container (PTmodule, Lab Vision) showed consistent
results. Slides were then incubated with 1% BlockAce (cat #
BUF029, AbDSerotec, Oxford, UK) for 10min at room
temperature and incubated overnight at 4 1C with a solution
containing primary PD-L1 antibody at 1:500 dilution (mouse
monoclonal, clone 5H1) and a rabbit monoclonal anti-hu-
man pancytokeratin antibody at 1:50 (clone AE1/AE3,
M3515; Dako Corp., Carpinteria, CA, USA). Sections were
incubated for 1 h at room temperature with Alexa 546-con-
jugated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (A11003;
Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA) diluted 1:100 in mouse
EnVision amplification reagent (K4003, Dako). Cyanine
5 (Cy5) directly conjugated to tyramide (FP1117; Perkin-
Elmer) at a 1:50 dilution was used for target antibody
detection. Prolong mounting medium (ProLong Gold,
P36931; Molecular Probes) with 40,6-diamidino-2-pheny-
lindole (DAPI) was used to stain nuclei in the histospot
(TMA spot). Serial sections from controls slides were run
alongside each cohort slide staining.

At least two TMA histospots were evaluated in each case.
To address run-to-run variability, slides were stained and
analyzed on different days using the same protocol. Linear
regression coefficients (R2) between independent runs were
high (40.7, Supplementary Figure S1). Heterogeneity of
expression is illustrated by the regression coefficient for
each graph and the distance of the heterogeneity is appre-
ciated by comparison of serial sections vs cores from dif-
ferent regions in the blot as seen comparing build 1 vs build

2 of each array (Figure S1 and Figure 2 insets). The speci-
ficity of the antibody was demonstrated by the staining of
control tissues and cell line transfectants as described and
shown in Figure 1.

In Situ mRNA Hybridization
In situ detection of PD-L1 transcripts in FFPE TMA samples
was performed using the RNAscope assay (Advanced
Cell Diagnostics, CA, USA) coupled to fluorescence detection
as recently described.4 Briefly, 5 mm sections were
deparaffinized, boiled with pre-amplification reagent for
15min and submitted to protease digestion followed by
hybridization for 2 h with a mixture containing target probes
to either human PD-L1, ubiquitin C (UbC) as a positive
control or the bacterial gene DapB as a negative control.
Hybridization signals were detected with Cy5-tyramide.
Preparations were then incubated with a wide-spectrum
rabbit anti-cow cytokeratin antibody (Z0622 1:100, Dako) in
BSA/tris-buffered saline for 1 h at room temperature followed
by detection with a secondary Alexa-546-conjugated goat
anti-rabbit antibody (1:100, Molecular Probes). Slides were
then mounted using ProlongGold plus DAPI to define nuclei.

Automated QIF
Automated QIF analysis using the AQUA method enables
objective measurement of protein concentration within user
defined cellular compartments, as described in detail else-
where.13–15 Briefly, the AQUA score of PD-L1 in the tumor
compartment was calculated by dividing the PD-L1 compart-
ment pixel intensities by the area of the compartment within
which they were measured. AQUA scores were normalized to
the exposure time and bit depth at which the images were
captured, allowing scores collected at different exposure
times to be comparable. All acquired histospots were visually
evaluated by the experimenters and cases with staining
artifacts and o2% tumor (cytokeratin staining) were
excluded from the analysis.

Evaluation of Tumor-Infiltrating Lymphocytes
The degree of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) was
scored on the hematoxylin and eosin-stained TMA prepara-
tions by two pathologists independently. The scoring was
performed as described16 using a four-tiered scale.

Determination of PD-L1 Protein and mRNA Expression
PD-L1 protein cutoff for expression in our study was defined
as the AQUA score of first signal detection beyond the signal
intensity in FFPE samples from normal lung and negative
controls. We also checked visually for the staining pattern in
each case to confirm that those cases below the noise range
showed nonspecific signal (eg, signal detected equally in
normal and tumor areas; and without defined compartment
distribution). Those above the noise range showed a more
specific staining pattern.
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Figure 1 PD-L1 protein and mRNA detection using chromogenic immunohistochemistry and quantitative fluorescence in cell lines and human tissues. (a)

Representative microphotographs showing PD-L1 protein expression using diaminobenzidine (brown chromogen, upper panels), immunofluorescence (red

channel, middle panels) and fluorescent in situ PD-L1 mRNA (red channel, bottom panels) in human placenta, PD-L1 expressing Mel624 cells and parental

Mel624 cells. � 400 magnification. Bar¼ 60mm. (b) PD-L1 protein and mRNA fluorescence measurements in several areas of FFPE preparations containing

parental Mel624 (Mel624 (� )), PD-L1 Mel624 transfectants (Mel624 (þ )) or human placenta. Each dot shows the fluorescence score within the mask in an

independent field of view and scores are expressed as arbitrary units (AU). ***Po0.001, NS, not significant. (c) Representative fluorescence microphotographs

of PD-L1 protein (left panels) staining in a positive (histospot 142) and negative NSCLC sample (histospot 274). Right panels show representative in situ PD-

L1 mRNA staining in a positive (histospot 315) and a negative (histospot 70) NSCLC case. Nuclei were stained with DAPI. � 400 magnification. Bar¼ 100mm.
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The cutoff for PD-L1 mRNA expression was determined
using the average AQUA score of the negative control ISH
with DapB, a bacterial mRNA. Cases with PD-L1 mRNA
signal above the DapB score in the same TMA and run were
considered as having high expression and cases with scores
equal or lower were considered as low PD-L1 signal. UbC is a
tissue quality control as it is expressed in all tissues. Cases
with UbC scores below 100 were excluded from further
analysis as this suggests degraded mRNA and poor quality
specimens.

Statistical Analysis
Patient characteristics were compared between the two
cohorts using t-test for continuous variables and w2 test for
categorical variables. OS functions between patients with
high and low PD-L1 were compared using log-rank test.
Multivariate Cox proportional models were built to examine

the effect of PD-L1 on OS adjusted by the effect of
stage, histology and TILs. SPSS version 19 statistical software
was used.

RESULTS
PD-L1 Protein and mRNA Assay Validation
To validate the QIF-based method for PD-L1 protein mea-
surements in FFPE tumors each antibody selected was tested
on a set of endogenous controls and cell line transfectants. As
shown in Figure 1, PD-L1 protein was detected using the 5H1
antibody in both IHC and QIF in the trophoblastic cells of
mature human placenta but was absent in the mesenchymal
stromal cells and vessels of the chorionic villi (Figure 1a).
In addition, PD-L1 signal was detected with a predominantly
membranous/perinuclear pattern in melanoma Mel624 cells
stably transfected with human PD-L1 cDNA but not in
parental Mel624 cells (Figures 1a and b). Other antibodies

Figure 2 Distribution of PD-L1 protein and mRNA scores in the lung cohorts and assay reproducibility. (a, b) Distribution of PD-L1 protein scores in

cases from the Greek (a) and Yale (b) lung cohorts. The dashed line indicates the cutoff for positive/negative designation as described in the Materials

and methods section. Inset shows reproducibility of PD-L1 protein measurements in two different cores (core 1 and core 2) obtained from the same

case and paraffin block. R2 represents the linear regression coefficient and y represents the slope. (c, d) Distribution of PD-L1 mRNA scores in cases

from the Greek (c) and Yale (d) lung cohorts. The dashed line indicates the cutoff for positive/negative designation as per negative control DapB

scores. Inset shows relationship between PD-L1 protein and mRNA in both cohorts. R represents the Spearman correlation coefficient.
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tested, including clone 29E.2A3, clone MIH1 and the rabbit
polyclonal antibody from Abcam failed to show this pattern.
Although PD-L1 AQUA scores in preparations from human
placenta and Mel624 transfectants showed focal variation (eg,
heterogeneity), the average protein levels were comparably
higher than in parental Mel624 cells (Figure 1b, upper

panel). In NSCLC samples, PD-L1 protein also showed a pre-
dominantly membranous staining pattern and was observed
frequently within the tumor compartment (Figure 1c). A
proportion of NSCLC cases showed stromal PD-L1 protein
immunoreactivity and a fraction showed absence of PD-L1
signal (Figure 1c).

Table 2 Clinicopathological characteristics of Greek and Yale NSCLC cohorts according to PD-L1 mRNA status

Greek NSCLC cohort Yale NSCLC cohort

PD-L1 mRNA low PD-L1 mRNA high P-value PD-L1 mRNA low PD-L1 mRNA high P-value

Parameter

All patients N¼ 147 (46.8%) N¼ 167 (53.2%) N¼ 85 (49.2%) N¼ 88 (50.8%)

Age (years) P¼ 0.1602 P¼ 0.1523

o70 101 126 51 45

Z70 38 31 24 36

Unknown 8 10 10 7

Gender P¼ 0.9113 P¼ 0.3424

Female 17 20 35 45

Male 122 138 42 38

Unknown 8 9 8 5

Histology P¼ 0.2103 P¼ 0.3756

Adenocarcinoma 58 53 55 53

Squamous cell 65 84 11 17

Other 16 20 9 11

Unknown 8 10 11 14

Smoker P¼ 0.7697

Yes 119 125 NA NA

No 9 12 NA NA

Unknown 19 30

Stage P¼ 0.2196 P¼ 0.6481

1 44 50 36 40

2 32 48 11 14

3 45 45 19 13

4 16 12 5 9

Unknown 10 12 14 12

Inflammation P¼ 0.0002 P¼ 0.001

0–1 101 79 66 19

2–3 46 88 34 49

Unknown 0 0 0 5

P-values displayed in bold text reflect the presence of statistical significance (eg, Po0.05).
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Using the previously described RNAscope method for
in situ mRNA detection in TMAs, we measured the in situ
PD-L1 mRNA in the two lung cohorts.15 Similar to PD-L1
protein, PD-L1 mRNA was detected predominantly in the
trophoblastic (cytokeratin positive) compartment of the
placenta and only in Mel624 transfectants (Figure 1a, bot-
tom). PD-L1 transcripts were identified as multiple small
dots distributed throughout the cells (Figures 1a and c). As
shown in Figure 1b, elevated PD-L1 mRNA levels (above
DapB) were detected only in Mel624 transfectants and

human placenta, but not in parental Mel624 cells. High UbC
mRNA was recognized in all studied preparations indicating
mRNA preservation and bacterial DapB mRNA transcripts
were comparably low. In NSCLC samples, PD-L1 mRNA
showed a similar staining pattern and was located pre-
dominantly in the tumor (cytokeratin positive) compartment
(Figure 1c, right).

PD-L1 protein levels were measured in 303 (86%) and 155
(76%) specimens of the Greek cohort and Yale University
cohort, respectively. Failures were due to insufficient tumor

PD-L1 prot (+)
PD-L1 prot (-)

N=219

N=72

P=0.028

Overall Survival on Greek cohort

PD-L1 prot (+)
PD-L1 prot (-)

N=98

N=55

P=0.037

Overall Survival on Yale U. cohort

PD-L1 mRNA (+)
PD-L1 mRNA (-)

P=0.003

N=59

N=53

PD-L1 mRNA (+)
PD-L1 mRNA (-)

P=0.012

N=135

N=153

Overall Survival on Greek cohort Overall Survival on Yale U. cohort

TILs high (2-3)
TILs low (0-1)

P=0.016

N=200

N=124

Overall Survival on Greek cohort

TILs high (2-3)
TILs low (0-1)

P=0.009

N=78

N=39

Overall Survival on Yale U. cohort

Figure 3 PD-L1 positivity and increased TILs is associated with better outcome in lung carcinomas. (a, b) Kaplan–Meier graphical analysis of 5-year

survival in patients with lung carcinomas in the Greek cohort (a) and the Yale University cohort (b) according to PD-L1 protein status. In both cohorts

PD-L1-positive patients (black line) showed longer survival compared with negative cases (gray lines, log-rank P¼ 0.0276 for Greek cohort and

P¼ 0.0369 for the Yale University cohort). (c, d) 5-Year survival in patients with lung carcinomas in the Greek cohort (c) and the Yale University cohort

(d) according to PD-L1 mRNA status. PD-L1 mRNA-positive patients (black line) showed longer survival compared with negative cases (gray lines, log-

rank P¼ 0.012 for Greek cohort and P¼ 0.003 for the Yale University cohort). (e, f) 5-Year survival in patients with lung carcinomas in the Greek cohort

(e) and the Yale University cohort (f) according to the lymphocytic infiltrate. Cases with high lymphocytic infiltrate (black line, scores 2 and 3) showed

longer survival compared with cases with low TILs (gray lines, scores 0 and 1) in both cohorts (log-rank P¼ 0.0158 and 0.009, respectively). The number

of cases in each group is indicated within the chart.
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in the histospots. In both cohorts, PD-L1 protein levels
showed a wide range of scores (Figures 2a and b). The cutoff
for PD-L1 protein signal was comparable in the two
cohorts and 25% and 36% of the cases showed signal
above the detection threshold. The reproducibility of PD-L1
protein assay was determined by the correlation of
measurements in serial sections from the Greek cohort and
the index lung array (R2¼ 0.9 and 0.88, respectively,
Supplementary Figure S1), confirming the robustness of the
assay. To assess tumor heterogeneity, regressions were cal-
culated in the two cohorts by comparison of histospots from
different TMA cores taken at least 3mm apart. The linear
regression coefficients were 0.53 and 0.59, reflecting
some degree of heterogeneity in PD-L1 expression (Figures
2a and b, insets).

PD-L1 mRNA levels above the noise threshold were
detected in 53% and 51% of the Greek and Yale cohort,
respectively (Figures 2c and d). Reproducibility of in situ
PD-L1 mRNA measurements was high with correlation
coefficients of 0.79 between serial sections and 0.48 between
different cores of the same tumor (Supplementary Figure S1).
Interestingly, PD-L1 protein and mRNA levels showed a
complex non-linear positive association in the two cohorts
with a Spearman’s correlation coefficient of 0.33 in the Greek
and 0.18 in the Yale cohort (Po0.001 and P¼ 0.04, Figures
2c and d, insets). In the Greek cohort, PD-L1 protein ex-
pression was seen in 75 cases, including 28 adenocarcinomas
(ADCs, 23.4%) and 37 squamous cell carcinomas (SCCs,
24.3%). In the Yale University cohort, PD-L1 protein signal
was seen in 56 patients including 28 ADCs (27.5%) and 17
SCCs (56.7%; Table 1). Elevated PD-L1 protein levels were
positively correlated with the presence of lymphocytic
infiltrate in both cohorts (P¼ 0.03 ando0.001, respectively).
In the Yale cohort, SCC showed higher PD-L1 levels than
ADC (56.7% vs 27.5%; P¼ 0.009) despite having comparable
lymphocytic infiltrates (Table 1). Tumor PD-L1 protein
expression was not associated with age, gender, race or
smoking status (Table 1).

In the Greek collection, PD-L1 mRNA expression was
found in 167 cases, 53 ADCs (31.7%) and 83 SCCs (49.7%)
(Table 2). In the Yale cohort, 88 cases showed high PD-L1
mRNA signal including 53 ADCs (60%) and 17 SCCs
(19.3%). As for PD-L1 protein, mRNA expression was sig-
nificantly associated with lymphocytic infiltration in the
Greek cohort (P¼ 0.0002) and the Yale cohort (P¼ 0.001).

Association of PD-L1 with Survival in Patients with
NSCLC
In the Greek cohort, PD-L1 protein expression was associated
with longer survival (median survival not reached vs 31
months; log-rank P¼ 0.028; Figure 3a). High PD-L1 protein
resulted in 39% risk reduction in NSCLC patients at Cox
proportional univariate analysis (HR¼ 0.61 CI (0.39–0.95),
P¼ 0.031). Similarly, analysis of the Yale cohort showed that
elevated PD-L1 protein expression was associated with better

outcome (median survival 60 months vs 27.8 months; log-
rank P¼ 0.037; Figure 3b). High PD-L1 protein signal in the
Yale cohort resulted in 37% risk reduction (HR¼ 0.63 CI
(0.40–0.98), P¼ 0.043).

Similar to protein measurements, PD-L1 mRNA expres-
sion was significantly associated with longer OS in both
studied cohorts (log-rank P¼ 0.012 in the Greek and
P¼ 0.003 in the Yale cohort, Figures 3c and d). In Cox
proportional univariate analysis of Greek and Yale cohorts,
patients with high PD-L1 mRNA had 36% and 50% risk
reduction respectively (HR¼ 0.64 CI (0.46–0.90), P¼ 0.011
in the Greek cohort and HR¼ 0.50 CI (0.30–0.82), P¼ 0.006,
in the Yale cohort). In addition, increased TILs was associated
with better outcome in the Greek cohort (log-rank P¼ 0.015,
Figure 3e) and the Yale cohort (log-rank P¼ 0.009,
Figure 3f). In multivariate analysis, PD-L1 protein appears to
be nearly independent of stage and TILs (P¼ 0.05 and 0.06,
Supplementary Table S1). PD-L1 mRNA was independent of
stage, histology and TILs in the Yale cohort (Po0.001) but
not in the Greek cohort (P¼ 0.214; Supplementary Table S1).

DISCUSSION
Strategies targeting the PD-1/PD-L1 axis are currently under
investigation and have shown evidence of antitumor activ-
ity.4,5,17 PD-L1 protein expression in the tumor cells has been
suggested as a predictive tool. Here, we describe a repro-
ducible QIF-based assay for PD-L1 protein and mRNA
determination in FFPE tumor samples.

As for most cancer biomarkers, determination of PD-L1
levels in FFPE samples has been generally performed using
chromogenic IHC using various antibodies with various
levels of validation. Thresholds for positivity have not been
clearly defined and reproducibility has not been formally
assessed. Most studies have used subjective visual PD-L1
levels estimation as indicator of positivity. In addition, a 5%
proportion of membrane-positive tumor cells have been used
as cutoff for tumor positivity2,17 as this cut-point is reported
to be associated with clinical response to anti-PD-1 therapy.17

Our data show that both tumor PD-L1 protein and
mRNA expression is consistently associated with increased
local lymphocytic infiltrate and longer OS, independent of
age, stage and histotype in two independent NSCLC
cohorts. In contrast to this study, in some of the previous
reports, PD-L1 protein expression was associated with worse
outcome in several neoplasms, including NSCLC.7–9,18–21

However, these studies are limited by the use of relatively
small cohorts (n¼ 14–214) and more importantly, by the
absence of validated PD-L1 determination methods includ-
ing key parameters such as antibody specificity, assay
reproducibility and heterogeneity of marker expression.

Our observations are consistent with two recent studies in
metastatic melanomas and Merkel-cell carcinomas using the
validated monoclonal antibody clone 5H1 and showing as-
sociation of PD-L1 protein expression with increased TILs
and longer survival.12,22 Moreover, a recent study in a large
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colorectal cancer cohort found positive association between
PD-L1 protein positivity, tumor infiltration by CD8þ TILs
and OS using two different commercially available anti-
bodies.23 Although the ultimate effects of PD-L1 signaling in
the tumor are not completely understood, they are likely
affected by the presence of specific immune regulatory cells
and co-activation of additional immune checkpoint pathways.
In support of this notion, tumor infiltration by CD8þ
T lymphocytes was recently shown to be associated with
increased FOXP3þ regulatory T cells, PD-L1 protein/mRNA
and IDO expression in human metastatic melanomas.24 Of
note, induction of these co-inhibitory pathways in the tumor
microenvironment required the presence of CD8þ T cells and
IFN-g expression in a murine melanoma model.24 Therefore,
rather than an indication of tumor immune-evasion, expression
of PD-L1 by tumor cells might reflect the presence of
(ineffective) antitumor immune pressure mediated by TILs.
Further studies will be required to clarify this in other solid
tumor models and carefully weigh the effect of additional
active co-stimulatory pathways.

Finally, though yet unpublished, preliminary data from
our group also showed a positive association of PD-L1 pro-
tein expression and survival in glioblastoma, breast cancer,
and head and neck tumors. Other correlations with PD-L1
expression included squamous cell histology, giant cell
histology and earlier stage of disease showed higher PD-L1
levels. The biological determinants and potential clinical
implications of these observations are unknown and require
further studies.

This work should be considered in light of a number of
limitations. One major weakness of our study is that it in-
cludes only retrospectively collected samples and informa-
tion. The retrospective nature of the collection is associated
with potential bias from variable treatment. However, the fact
that two cohorts from different continents show concordant
results suggests the observation may be treatment in-
dependent. A second limitation is that the work was per-
formed on TMAs. TMAs may under-represent heterogeneity,
but this issue appears to be less significant than anticipated.
However, more significantly, TMAs are not used as standard
diagnostic samples. Therefore, future studies testing PD-L1
in whole tissue sections, including measurement of field to
field heterogeneity are underway. These studies may define
the number of fields of view required to represent PD-L1 that
are associated with outcome, or more importantly, response
to targeted therapy.

In summary, the measurement of PD-L1 has the potential
to identify subsets of NSCLC patients with an inflammatory
tumor microenvironment that predicts for better outcome
and also may predict for response to PD-1 pathway blockade.
Our work describes new tools with the potential for more
accurate and reproducible measurement of PD-L1. Further-
more, we describe the population distribution of PD-L1
protein and mRNA expression in NSCLC by examination of
two independent cohorts. The prognostic value of each will

need to be considered in analysis of biomarker-associated
clinical trials. Future studies will test the capacity of tumor
PD-L1 expression in predicting response to targeted im-
munotherapy in lung cancer patients.

Supplementary Information accompanies the paper on the Laboratory

Investigation website (http://www.laboratoryinvestigation.org)
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